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About This Game

Marooned somewhere in the Pacific Ocean you need to gather the scarce resources you find to try and stay alive in the hopes of
rescue.

Explore, craft and hunt in this first person desert island simulator.

Features:

An open world containing over 30 different islands to explore
Dynamic night/day and weather system

Manage your vitals for thirst, hunger and exposure to the natural elements
Hunt for edible fish, crabs and boar using a spear
Craft various items to help you survive the islands

Use the modular building system to create a home for yourself
Collect water and grow plants to sustain your life

Watch out for sharks lurking in the ocean

Roadmap:

More plants to grow for eating and crafting
Additional depth to the crafting system

Co-operative game mode
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Game environment improvements
Bug crushing and performance improvements

Feedback from the community to help direct and grow the game
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Title: Shimmer
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Zatara Software Ltd
Publisher:
Zatara Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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honestly, i am super impressed. this is a fantastic, story rich example of what a HOG should be. I even love that you can turn off
the HOG option in the menu in case it starts to get tedious. the story is very well told and very well paced. There's a lot of great
atmosphere and intrigue and it leaves you wanting to know more. count me in for part 2, if it ever gets released, haha!. To get an
idea of what really started it all, this is the game to play. For todays standards this game can still compete with some of the crap
thats currently out there. I wouldnt say there is any long term potential left for this game though, short vacations is about all its
worth, short vacations with friends makes it even better.. Every pc gamer who loves controller should have this.. I have a
number more of logged hours than what steam can give me credit for but here is the thing. Mortal Online, while old and dated
when it comes to the graphics has a lot of features that unfortunately not adopted by the MMO genre. There is a need to
establish relationships and a lot of opportunities to help your fellow gamer. I get a lot of joy out of showing newer people the
ropes of the game in hopes that they too enjoy the game as much as I do. The combat is fun and challenging especially when
fighting other players, the crafting and gathering is insanely deep and involved. The game is 7 years old and still running even
with its small community and I think that says something people should consider.

If you miss the old days where you could create relationships with new people rather than hitting the queue button over and over
this might be the game for you, if you want to look me up feel free to do so I am always looking to help others and show people
the ropes. I'd recommend this if you are looking for a change of pace from the homogenized norm that is MMO's today.. idc
what anyone says, gta 4 has an amazing story. Quality DLC with a more consumer friendly pre-order policy

+ the leaders have their own unique playstyle
+ the Yellow Turbans have 3 hybrid classes as opposed to the standard 5 classes of the Han factions
+ different unit rooster (dual sword wielding warrior monks, two handed mace infantry, axe cavalry and other)
+ the Yellow Turbans have their own reform tree
+ different empire progression
+ all 3 starting positions are brutal ( surrounded by enemies, limited diplomatic options at the start) and enable a challenging
campaign
+ the "early adopter bonus" is more fair than other DLC policies ( get the DLC for free by pre-order or purchase during the first
week after the game releases)

-it's still day 1 DLC

Overall 9\/10. Bought it knowing well its in alpha... but wow... nothing to kill, nothing to do other than shot magic at the terrain
with all the pre-included tools/weapons oh, and your limited on terrain about 10 acres, it shockingly runs fine on mine. but with
a GTX 680
i would hope so! Was not worth the price. at least at it's current state. i would give it some time, get in some infiniately
procedurally genrated terrain and some monsters to pose a threat and maybe than it will hold some ground. until then. avoid it. i
would consider this still "indev"
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Please don't judge me. It's my little girl whose playing the game not me. I would definitely give this a flaming thumbs down if it
weren't for my kid playing this game as I clean our bathroom. The 9 hours is part of my total bathroom cleaning time. 10\/10
would have their kids play this as they clean.. easy to learn, nice graphics, not just building structure. i like it. i like this game ...
nice game play. This is a good game with great potential. The game mechanics are well made and planned, and its concept is
indeed fun. There is so much room for improvement, however, the foundation of the game is strong, and is stable on its own. I
do suggest that the developers improve the game, and improve on a lot of areas. Blood Waves, i feel, is only 10% to 20%
complete, but is a very, very strong 10% to 20%. As an early access, it is a good game. I'm reviewing this game as of version
0.6. The remaining 0.4 should have a steep and uphill development, because the game is obviously not ready for a version 1.0.
Still, a really really fun game.. It's so funny. I love this game
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